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suddenly like I didn't recognize anything - or anyone - including 
myself - I didn't recognize the person I'd been for the last however 
many years and I didn't know the person sitting on that couch next 
to my husband watching TV though I knew that that was the real 
me. It was like some spell had broken and I still can't tell if it was 
good or bad. But it's totally changed me. I feel changed. (fJeat.) 
3ASHA. Nan! where dlcftiiat}ust come from? START
NAN. What? 
SASHA. This story! How have you never considered turning this 
into something? 
NAN. Into what? 
SASHA. Uh, a book? 
NAN. Oh come on, I thought you said everyone was sick of books 
about Gloria -
SASHA. Well, yes, for a bunch of twenty-somethings talking 
about her. I mean, for them, you know - and my heart really does 
go out to all of them; I mean, no one should have to go through 
this - but this is like the only real thing that's ever happened to 
them. No wonder they're all scrambling to get it down on paper. 
But you've got experience. You've witnessed things and, unlike 
them, Gloria is not the defining center of your being. She's the 
backdrop to a very real, very human realization about motherhood 
and time passing and mortality. That's something that people -
real people - can connect to. (Beat.} 
NAN. Do you really think there's something there? 
SASHA. Yes. 
NAN. You know, I had actually been wondering ... (Beat.) What do 
you think I could get? (Blackout. Bach's Mass in B Minor continues.} 
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Scene 2 

Years later. 

The office of a film/television production company somewhere 
in Los Angeles. 

A cluster of two cubicles, One is empty, the other is occupied 
by Callie, who looks a lot like Ani and SdSha, and sits reading 
a manuscript. She is rapt and a little emotional, dabbing 
ocm.sirmally iit her eyes with tJ ball of tissue, She retuls and 
emotes for tt- stretch b�fore Rrtshaad; who looks a lot like Miles, 
enters with his new employee, Lorin. 

It is a little awkward between them, but Lorin is in surprisingly 
good spirits. 

RASHAAD. And that's basically the tour. 
LORIN. Cool. (Beat.) 
RASHAAD. (Indicating the cubicle next to Callie.) And here's 
where you'll sit. 
LORIN. Okay, great. (Beat.) 
RASHAAD. (Indicating a nearby door.) And my office is here. 
LORIN. Okay. (Beat.} 
RASHAAD. Cool. (Beat.} Oh and - just a heads up: There's not a 
whole lot to do right now, since we're between cycles, so most of 
what you'll be doing is answering phones. I hope that's not too weird. 
LORIN. Nah, not weird at all. I can answer a mean phone. 
RASHAAD. Of course. (Beat.} I'm sorry and can you remind me 
your name again? 
LORIN. Lorin. 
RASHAAD. Thar's right. Lorin. Lorin, Lorin, Lorin. Forgive me. 
I 'm terrible with names - good with faces - terrible with names. 
(Beat, then indicating.) All right! Well my office is -
LORIN. Right. 
RASHAAD. Knock if you need anything. I'll see if I can rustle up 
some scripts for you to read. It might be good for you to get to 
know some of our work, I guess? 
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END
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